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Census Day is approaching. Where are we now?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
August 2019: The Census Bureau conducts the in-field address canvassing operation. Census takers visit areas that have added or lost housing in recent years to ensure that the Census Bureau's address list is up to date. The Census Bureau recruited, trained and hired 32,000 workers in communities across the nation to verify more than 50 million addresses.February 2020: The Census Bureau begins counting the population housed in group quarters: (Group homes, Nursing facilities/skilled nursing facilities (nursing homes), Residential treatment facilities, College/university or seminary student housing, Religious group living quarters, Correctional facilities, In-patient hospice facilities, Hospitals, Workers’ group living quarters, Job Corps centers or vocational training facilities).March 2020: The Update Leave occurs where mail is not delivered to the physical location of the housing unit, or the mail delivery information for the housing unit cannot be verified. Address and feature data for those areas are assigned, a digitally linked 2020 Census Internet Choice Questionnaire Package is left at every housing unit (HU) identified to allow the household to self-respond. March 2020: Cards are sent out with links for households to respond online.April 1, 2020: Census Day is observed nationwide. By this date, households will have received an invitation to participate in the 2020 Census. There are three options for responding: online, by mail, or by phone.April 2020: Census takers begin following up with households around selected colleges and universities. Census takers also begin conducting quality check interviews.May 2020: The Census Bureau begins following up with households that have not responded.December 2020: The Census Bureau delivers apportionment counts to the president.March 2021: Deliver redistricting summary files to all states.



The 2020 Census is critical to California
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 Political representation and federal fund distribution—among 
other things—depend on an accurate count

 The 2020 Census faces new threats to accuracy
– New enumeration methods
– Climate of distrust

 Matters for the state overall, but particularly for key subgroups
– Children
– Some racial/ethnic groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decennial Census is critical to CA for a number of reasons, but most importantly,Determines number of seats in House and how those districts are drawnEnsures that over $600B in federal funds are distributed as intended – both across states and to regions/populations within statesEvery 10 years these are the reasons so many mobilize around ensuring an accurate count in the census.  But for 2020, the concern/anxiety is heightened becauseinnovations in enumeration methods, most importantly switching to majority online (instead of paper) response (aiming for 55% of forms online)Surveys harder to field – individuals less likely to respond out of privacy concerns but also out of distrust of the government.  The addition of a question on citizenship, potentially for political reasons, only heightens that concern that the information shared might be misusedCB has not received requested budget increases – flat even though surveys harder to field.  Hopefully some of the innovations help with that but even if so, inadequate resources to test them.  Esp. the citizenship question, which has not been asked on census since 1950.  CB also lacks a permanent leader – only an interim director.  And threats seem particularly problematic for CA – because we typically have a more inaccurate count than other parts of the country, and our population that is hard-to-count is only growing. In part because of the housing crisis, but also demographicsIt matters for the state overall but particularly for key subgroups like children and certain racial/ethnic groups – in part because funding is directed toward them but also because they are more likely to be uncounted.Let me show you how 



What’s at stake for California: Federal funding

Education, 
$4.0 billion

Health, 
$53.0 billion

Housing, 
$4.5 billion

Human Services, 
$1.8 billion

Infrastructure, 
$3.2 billion

Nutrition, 
$10.2 billion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015, $77 billion in federal funds distributed to California that was tied to census statistics: ~80% of all federal funds we received.(George Washington Institute of Public Policy estimate)This is a big proportion (~1/4) of the state budget ($296 billion)$700B pertains to: FY 2015, the 16 largest federal programs whose distribution was tied to census statsTypically formulas depend not just on the census population count, but pop growth and changes in between census years --Includes funds allocated on a per capita basis or to specific populations



What’s at stake for California: Political Representation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If current population trends continue, California will likely maintain its 53 seats.But if the census is inaccurate, we could easily lose a seat. This scenario reflects two sources of plausible undercount:If there’s a poorly conducted census overall—one that again undercounts communities that have historically been undercountedAND households with undoc immigrants don’t answer, this is what the reapportionment map could look like.  (that is only a 4% undercount of pop)BUT: Even if keep # seats, pop shifts and Census counts within state will affect how districts are redrawn



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But within CA, there’s also the potential for undercounted communities to lose political representation, since the census also informs the redrawing of legislative district lines. As we see here, several Central Valley counties show high rates of hard-to-count populations.



California faces numerous challenges to an accurate 
count in 2020
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 Population: More than 75% belong to a hard-to-count group
– Young children, young men, renters, and African American, Latino, or 

Native American residents

 Housing: Residents of nonstandard units
– Exacerbated by state housing crisis

 Country of origin: Largest number and share of immigrants in US 
– Including unauthorized immigrants
– And citizens (and citizen children) in mixed-status households

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, CA challenge in regular census year because of demographics – and chg in demographics – toward historically undercounted groups--Young children (<5 y/o); young men (18-49); African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans; Noncitizens; renters undercounted even in a “good” census--Large proportion of pop is part of 1 or more of these groupsIf CB lacks resources to follow up with these individuals and make sure they are counted, and if state/local orgs don’t assist in that, could face an undercountIn addition, 2020 likely be harder to count immigrants, many in same HTC groups--enforcement and distrust of govt, even among legal immAnd CA has largest # and share of immigrants – and unauthorized--but likely will not just impact unauthorized--“mixed status” households--CA has the largest share of citizens living in mixed status HH among all statesCitizenship question not happening, but the damage to willingness to respond may already be done.All these layers complicates understanding what is “HTC”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zooming in on the Central Valley, and taking the analysis down to the census tract level (you can still see county boundary outlines), we can see the particular elements of these hard-to-count scores. First, demographic groups:This area has particularly high shares of groups that tend to be undercounted in the census—African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans, as well as noncitizens, who may be even less likely to respond in 2020 due to the anti-immigrant policies of the current federal government. As you can see, numerous census tracts in Kern, Kings, Tulare, and Fresno Counties have populations that are at least 70% African American, Latino, or Native American.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young children are historically underrepresented in the census. There are particularly high concentrations of families with young children in the central and southern San Joaquin Valley: children under 5 years old make up 8% or more of the population in Fresno, Kern, Kings, Merced, and Tulare Counties—among the highest concentration in the state.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this area, relatively large shares of housing units are rentals, overcrowded rentals, and/or mobile homes—all of which can make residents harder to find and count accurately. For example, more than 20% of households live in mobile homes in some northwestern parts of San Joaquin County and some southwestern parts of Tulare County. 



California is strongly supporting an accurate count

 $100 million in 2018-19; $50.4 million proposed for 2019-20
 Complete Count Committees at the state and county levels
 Community-based organizations also deeply involved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The California Complete Count Committee, which is spearheading the state’s efforts, has allocated current funds toward the state’s hard-to-count communities, with options for local governments, community-based organizations, media, and schools to receive funding.Community and philanthropic organizations are also uniquely positioned to promote participation among their own hard-to-count populations so that all residents are accurately represented.
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Notes on the use of these slides
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These slides were created to accompany a presentation. They do 
not include full documentation of sources, data samples, methods, 
and interpretations. To avoid misinterpretations, please contact:

Joseph Hayes (hayes@ppic.org; 415-291-4438)

Thank you for your interest in this work.
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